Stolen treasures find their way home

Thousands of antiques disappeared from Cambodia during decades of strife. The country is taking on California museums to get them back.

By Stephanie Yang | Reporter from Sunday, Cambodia

TOURISTS visit Angkor Wat in Siem Reap, Cambodia. The temple complex, built in the 12th century, was the center of the Khmer empire.
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Church accused in suit of trying to ‘derail’ rape trial

Scientology officials call harassment claim in Masterson case ‘categorically false.’

By James Queally

Actress Oritsefemi Masterson, who starred as a Scientologist in the documentary series “Going Clear,” has accused the church of trying to “derail” rape trials against their members.

On Sunday, the Los Angeles Times reported that Masterson’s rape trial was set for May 17, with her first day of testimony scheduled for June 1.

Masterson, who is a Scientologist, has accused two Scientologists of raping her while they were in a relationship.

The Scientologists, who have not been named, have denied the allegations.

Masterson’s lawyer, Mark Werksman, told the Los Angeles Times that the Scientologists have been trying to “derail” the trial.

“We are taking this very seriously and are prepared to fight for justice,” Werksman said.

Masterson has also accused the Scientologists of trying to get her fired from a job at a Scientology church.

The Scientologists have denied those allegations as well.

Scientology officials have called Masterson’s claims “categorically false.”

“Scientology is not a party to these legal proceedings and has no comment on them,” a Scientology spokesperson said.

The Scientologists are set to go on trial in Los Angeles County Superior Court in May.

Masterson is expected to testify at the trial.

By Karen Kaplan

Theo Ochman, a 25-year-old actor who starred in the documentary series “Going Clear,” has accused the church of trying to “derail” rape trials against their members.

Ochman, who is a Scientologist, has accused two Scientologists of raping her while they were in a relationship.

The Scientologists, who have not been named, have denied the allegations.

Ochman’s lawyer, Mark Werksman, told the Los Angeles Times that the Scientologists have been trying to “derail” the trial.

“We are taking this very seriously and are prepared to fight for justice,” Werksman said.

Ochman has also accused the Scientologists of trying to get her fired from a job at a Scientology church.

The Scientologists have denied those allegations as well.

Scientology officials have called Ochman’s claims “categorically false.”

“Scientology is not a party to these legal proceedings and has no comment on them,” a Scientology spokesperson said.

The Scientologists are set to go on trial in Los Angeles County Superior Court in May.

Ochman is expected to testify at the trial.

By Karen Kaplan
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